




ABSTRACT

Corrosion (mass loss) of carbide nuclear fuels due to their exposure to hot hydrogen in nuclear

thermal propulsion engine systems greatly impacts the performance, thrust-to-weight and life of

such systems. This report provides an overview of key issues and processes associated with the

corrosion of carbide materials. Additionally, past pertinent development reactor test observations,

as well as related experimental work and analysis modeling efforts are reviewed. At the

conclusion, recommendations are presented, which provide the foundation for future corrosion

modeling and verification efforts.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (NTP) engine systems are attractive options for orbit transfer and

planetary exploration applications because of their high performance. 1-3 They typically exhibit a

specific impulse (> 800 lbf-sec/Ibm or 7840 N-sec/kg) over twice that associated with chemical

propulsion systems. To achieve such a high performance level, hydrogen is used as the NTP

engine system working fluid propellant because of its low molecular weight. Hydrogen at

pressure is heated in an NTP nuclear reactor to high temperature before it is expanded through a

supersonic nozzle to create thrust.

Hydrogen temperatures and pressures in a NTP reactor chamber are typically greater than 2500

K and 3 MPa, respectively. Since NTP engine system specific impulse is directly proportional to

the reactor chamber temperature, engine systems that operate at chamber temperatures in the range

of 3000 K or greater, are of great interest today because they reduce overall mission launch

(infrastructure) weight requirements and corresponding cost. 1-5 Additionally, to minimize mass,

which is a key consideration in any space system design, NTP reactors operate at high power

densities. Power densities of up to 2.7 MW/liter have been demonstrated, while next generation

solid-core reactor concepts could operate at power densities greater than 10 MW/liter for a single

burn, short operation time applications. 4'5 Operating at these high power densities produces a

high radiation flux environment in the reactor core. To meet this engineering challenge, Uranium-

Zirconium-Carbon (U-Zr-C) and Uranium-Niobium-Carbon (U-Nb-C) material systems have

been considered for such applications. 4-11 The exposure to high nuclear radiation, plus the high

temperature and pressure, provide an extremely hostile environment for NTP reactor core

materials. Carbide material systems are considered in NTP reactors due to their favorable nuclear

properties (relatively small absorption nuclear cross-section(s)), high melting point, thermal

stability, low volatility, high moderation ratio, high fuel fraction and low density (<10 g/cm3). 12

At the operation conditions of interest in NTP reactors, carbide materials have been known to

exhibit a number of life limiting phenomena.4, 6"8,11,12 These include the formation of liquid,

loss by vaporization, creep and local corrosion. Substantial fuel structure degradation and/or mass

loss can result from these material interaction phenomena. The high chemical reactivity

(corrosion) of carbon when exposed to hot hydrogen was well known at the start of the NTP

development program in the early 1960's.4,6-8,11,12 Thus, many of the NTP fuel designs

pursued have incorporated high temperature, corrosion resistant coatings, such as ZrC, NbC, TiC

and Mo thin surface coatings.4, 6-8, I 1,12 The integrity of these complex fuel designs have been

challenged by many of the combined (coupled) effect of reactor environmental and design



operationalfactorssuchasexcessivemechanicaland/orthermal loading andnuclearradiation

exposure.4,6-8,11The high radiationenvironmentassc,ciatedwith NTP reactoroperationwas

found to producea substantialchangein localphysicalpropertiesof thefuel materials,andhigh
thermalstressesthatcontributedto thestressfracturing(c_acking)of thesurfacecoatingand/orthe

fuel form. Suchobservationswere initially consideredsurprisingbecauseof the low reactor

burnupwhich is typical of NTP systemoperation.4,6-8,11 It hasalsobeenobservedthat time-

temperaturehistory and cyclic operationof the nuclearreactor can acceleratemany of these

processes.4,6-8,11

Degradationof thenuclearfuel integrityby thephysicalprocessesjust mentioned,hasbeenthe

subjectof researchanddevelopmentduringreactortestingassociatedwith theRoverandNERVA
programs4,6-8,11Of mostconcernwasthecorematerialmasslossassociatedwith corrosionof

the prismatic design fuel elementsused in theseprograms. Material mass loss occurred at

temperaturessubstantiallylower thanthefuelmaterialmeltingtemperature(2500K at 60minutes
life vs.3200K), andaccountedfor a largepercentageof thecoremateriallossduringoperation.

This highly complexphenomenaencompassingmanyof the life-limiting processespreviously

discussed,madeengineeringsolutionsto correctthisproblemdifficult to identify andimplement.

The hydrogencorrosionprocesssubstantiallyreducesNTP enginesystemperformanceandlife,

whichdirectlyinfluencesoverallmissionsafety,reliabilit2¢andcost.

The University of New Mexico's Institutefor SpaceNuclearPowerStudies(ISNPS),under

NASA sponsorship,has recently conducteda study :o examine the complicated hydrogen

corrosionprocess.As part of this effort, anextensivereview of relaventpastwork in the open

literaturewasperformed.Theresultsof thisreviewarepr'esentedin thisreport. Additionally, this

report providesdetailedinsight into thehydrogen/carbi:lecorrosionissueassociatedwith NTP

reactorsystemsandits impacton theenginesystemdesign. Much of thediscussionfocuseson

thedesignandcorrosionissuesof U-Zr-C materialfuel systemsfor NTP reactorapplications,but

it is alsoconsideredrelevantto otherrelatedhightemperaturecarbidematerialsystems.

In this report the competingphysical processesassociatedwith the hydrogencorrosionof

carbidesarediscussedin somedetail. The thermodynaraicsof carbideareaddressed,to provide

greaterinsightintocarbidematerialphysicalstatesandproperties,its operationlimitations,aswell

asthe reactionkinetics of carbidesin flowing hot hydrogen. Pastcarbidehydrogencorrosion

researchexperimentsarereviewedto provideinsightof theapplicabilityof thepresentdatabaseto

realisticNTPreactorconditions,andbenchmarkverify cttrrentandfuturecorrosionmodel(s).The

state-of-the-art(SOA)modeling(prediction)of hydrogencorrosionof carbidematerialsystemsis

2



addressedto establishthe requirementsfor further researchwork in this area. The report then
presentsa discussiononhow to design,with theuseof anaccuratecorrosionmodel,futureNTP

reactor systemsthat canbe optimized in terms of performance,weight, and lifetime. Future

proposedareasof researchassociatedwith carbide/hydrogencorrosionmodelingis presentedat
theconclusionof thereport.
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2.0 HYDROGEN CORROSION ISSUE

The hydrogen corrosion phenomena of carbide fuels considered for NTP reactors are highly

complex, and greatly impacts the design, development, operations, performance and life of such

systems. The following discussion highlights the influence hydrogen corrosion has on the design

and operation of an NTP engine system. Key NTP development test reactor observations and

technology/design issues are discussed. Relevant past fundamental process experimental and

corrosion modeling efforts are identified and qualitatively assessed in terms of their applicability to

support future corrosion modeling development efforts. The remaining discussion in this section

identifies the major physical processes associated with hydrogen corrosion of NTP fuels and their

complex interrelationships. This global understanding of the NTP fuel corrosion process is of

critical important in assessing the limitations of current models, as well as to identify the overall

direction and requirements of future modeling development efforts.

2.1 Background

Corrosion has a major impact on NTP engine system design, development, and operation, as

shown in Figure 1. These impact areas are: 1.) specific impulse; 2.) engine system thrust-to-

weight ratio; 3.) reactor control; 4.) operational life, and/or duty cycle; and 5.) ground development

testing complexity and cost.

For solid-core reactor engine systems, hydrogen corrosion limits the reactor exit gas

temperature for a given operational lifetime and duty cycle. Corrosion of high-temperature carbide

solid solution systems, have been found to exist at temperatures substantially less (-2400 K) than

their melting points (>3200 K). The reactor exit (chamber) temperature has a substantial impact

on overall engine system performance, as shown in Figure 2. An increase in chamber temperature

increases the engine specific impulse. Thus, as the propellant exit temperature increases, mission

propellant mass and support (launch system) infrastructure requirements decrease. This

correspondingly reduces the overall mission life cycle cost. Additionally, the occurrence of

corrosion during operation can slightly reduce the engine system performance by increasing the

molecular weight of the propellant gas working fluid by entrainment of the heavier reactor fuel

material and its reaction byproducts. The thrust-to-weight ratio of the engine system can be

affected by hydrogen corrosion in two ways. One effect is by increasing the initial reactor core

mass, to compensate for mass loss during its operation lifetime. Thus, the engine system thrust-

to-weight ratio is less than that of a system that has had no corrosion. Secondly, due to corrosion,

the specific energy density of the reactor, can be limited to meet a given operational lifetime and/or

4
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Figure 1. Effects of Hydrogen Corrosion on z Nuclear Thermal Propulsion

Engine System.
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duty cycle, which also limits the thrust-to-weightratio of the enginesystem. The relationship

betweenpowerdensityandarea-to-volumeratioof thecoregreatlyinfluencesenginesystemlife,

for agivenfueldesign.

Masslossof thereactorcorefuelby corrosionalsoaffectsthereactorcontrolasoperationtime
increases.4,7 Thiseffect increasesthedemand(adaptativeresponse)of thereactorcontrolsystem

which canreducethereliability andsafetyof theNTPenginesystem.Thereactorcoreneutronics

will changeasa functionof operatingtime. Parasiticabsorptionandscatteringchangeswithin the
coreasmoderatorand/orfuel materialis removedby corrosion. Thesefactors,which changethe

reactivityfeedbackcharacteristicsandreactorperiod,will likely challengeitscontrolsystem.

For a givenNTP reactordesignwith aparticular setof operatingconditions,corrosioncan

limit theoverall enginesystemoperationallife and/ordutycycle. Duty cyclelife-limiting effects
suchasresidualstressbuildupand/orlow temperaturehydridingof thecarbidefuel, coupledwith

corrosioncanreducetheoperationallife of thesystem.4,6-8 Corrosionalsohasa majorinfluence

onNTP reactorfuel andenginesystemdevelopmenttesting,complexity, andcost. Releaseof

NTP reactor fuel (fission products)into the atmosphereand surroundingground test area is

unacceptablefrom anenvironmentalviewpoint. Thus,containmentandcollectionof NTP system

fissionbyproductseffluentis required.This dictatesthataneffluentexhaustgastreatmentsystem

beused,increasingthecomplexityandcostof thetestsystem.

U-Zr-C fuel materialshavebeenusedin a numberof NTP reactorsystemfuel element(form)

designs. Thesefuel designsaresummarizedin Table 1. It is importantto understandthe fuel

form andthedesignof its matrixmaterialcomposition.A particularcorefuel designcanaffectthe

local propellant (hydrogen)flow, material temperature,radiation flux, surfacearea-to-volume

characteristics,andinternalstressconsiderations.Theseinheritdesigntraits interactin a highly,

coupled,integratedmannerwith themanycompetingcorrosionprocesses,onbothalocal (micro)
andglobal(macro)scale.

Thefirst fuel elementdesignshownin Table 1wasdevelopedandstudiedextensivelyduring

the Rover and NERVA programs. These fuel element forms are hexagonally shaped,
approximately2.5 centimeterswide and 0.9 to 1.5metersin length.5-8 Typically, eachfuel

elementcontains 19small, axial circular coolantchannels. Fuel elementsof this type were

fabricatedandtestedwith differentU-Zr-C fueldesignsandcompositions.Figure3 displayedthe

principle fuel designexaminedin theRover andNERVA programs. Uranium fuels in the past



Table1. TypicalUS NuclearThermalPropulsionReactorCarbideFuelFormDesign
Consideratedin thePast

FUEL FORM DESIGN
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tie-tube assembly.
Development efforts focused o_ coated
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• External coating (NbC or ZrC) combats
corrosion contain gaseous fission
products.
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includes ZrC, (U,Nb)C, NbC, and (U,Zr)C.
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in diameter, encapsulates many micro-
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against hydrogen corrosion, while
improving its structural integrity.
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Figure 3. Types of Carbide Based Fuel Matrix Designs Previously Considered.

were embedded in: a graphite matrix in the form of UO2 (not shown) or UC 2 particles, as a

continuous UC webbed dispersion, and as a U-Zr-C solid solution. Development test reactor

experience showed these fuel designs to be susceptible to hydrogen corrosion. Hydrogen

corrosion was found to occur primarily in the small fuel element coolant channels; about the outer

periphery of the fuel element, where leakage of hydrogen gas leakage was observed; and at the fuel

element support cup region, (see Figure 3).4,6, 7 Table 2 provides some key reference points from

this past fuel element development experience. The graphite fuel elements associated with NRX-

A6 reactor test of the NERVA program, were considered the most successful which was

conducted near the conclusion of the program.4,6, 7 The Nuclear Furnace-1 (NF-1) test fuel

elements demonstrated better hot end corrosion than the graphite fuel elements previously tested in

the Rover and NERVA program, but they still exhibited a significant degree of mid-band

(relatively low temperature) corrosion. 4'7'8

Because of the high chemical reactivity of carbon, which is a principle element of a carbide

material system, with hot hydrogen, numerous surface coating strategies were investigated. Much

of the past Rover and NERVA program efforts in this area focused on the development of



Table2. Key PastFuelMassLossReferencePoints4,7,8 and15

REACTOR
TEST

FUEL EXIT
TEMP.

(K)

NF-1 * 2444

NRX-A6 °* 2556

NRX-XI ** 2450

TIME
(min)

108.8

62.7

10.3

CYCLES TOTAL
LOSS (g)

4 13.7

1 12.8

28 7.3

MID-BAND
(g)

HOT END
(g)

PERCENT LOSS
(MID-BAND)

(%)

8 6 5.1 63

2.3 10.5 18

0.6 6.7 8

._ Replacement composite fuel elements with crack free ZrC coating
Graphite fuel elements with NbC coating and Mo overcoat

effective NbC, ZrC and/or Mo surface over coatings, to reduce the corrosion and corresponding

degradation in structural integrity of the fuel elements and non nuclear reactor core

components.4,6-8,11,17,18 Monocarbides such as NbC and ZrC, as well as others, were

considered as protective coating material candidates because of their stable interface (contact)

adherence with graphite at high temperature; high eutectic temperature; their relative resistance to

attack by hydrogen at NTP reactor operation conditions: and low neutron cross-section. 4,6"8,11,18

Fabrication processing and quality control, thermal expansion compliance between the surface

coating and the fuel form substrate, and the presence of initial surface micro cracks were found to

be the key factors which influenced the effectiveness of a coating to combat corrosion. 4,6-
8,11,18,19

NbC surface coatings were first investigated early in the Rover program because of their high

eutectic temperature. The eutectic temperature of NbC (-3575 K) is approximatly 450 K higher

than ZrC (-3123 K). 7,11,18 Early tests showed NbC coatings to have some problems associated

with surface cracking and adherence with the graphite matrix fuel substrate.4,6-8,11,18,19 Initial

research on ZrC coatings were found to adhere better to tl;_e fuel substrate than NbC. ZrC coatings

were incoporated in many fuel element designs associated with later Rover and NERVA program

test reactors and engine designs. Composite fuel elements for the NF-1 tests also employed ZrC

surface coatings.7,8 Even with the lower eutectic temperature associated with ZrC, like NbC, was

found to have good resistance to carbon diffusion at high temperatures.4,6-8,11,18 Though, fuel

mass loss was shown to be reduced by using ZrC fuel element coatings, significant coatings

surface cracking was still observed.4,6-8,1 I, 18 The pres,_nce of these surface cracks with the ZrC

fuel elements, as well as with the NbC coated fuel el_ments, were primarily attributed to the

difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTFI) between the coating and fuel substrate

materials, and the operation environment and duty cycle the reactor core experiences.4, 6-8,11,18

The CTE characteristics of some candidate fuel compo,,;itions and surface coatings considered in

9



theRoverandNERVA programsaresummarizedin Table3.

Thesefactorscanproducesubstantialinterfacesurfacestressmismatch(es)betweenthesurface

coatingandthefuel substratematerialis dueto creepof thetwo differentmaterialsattemperatures
otherthantheir depositiontemperature.7,18,20,21Table4 summarizesmanyof thecoating/fuel

substratesurfaceintegrity stateswhicharepossibleasacarbidefuel materialis thermallycycled.

Typically, coatingfabrication application temperaturesrangedfrom 1473to 1673K.7 CTE

compliancewill only occuratthetemperatureatwhichthecoatingmaterialwasappliedto thefuel

substrateduring fabrication. At temperaturesother than the coating fabrication compliance
temperature,Tfc, residuesurfacestresseswill be present. If the surfacecoating/fuel substrate

temperatureis lessthanTfc, thecoatingis in tensionrelativeto thefuel substrate.Suchacondition

canmake the surfacecoatingcrack, aswell asenhancethe propagationof crackswhich were

initially present.This surfaceresponsewill likely increasetherateof corrosionanddecreasethe

structuralintegrityof thefuelelement.Whentheoppositeis true,thesurfacecoating/fuelsubstrate
temperatureis greaterthanTfc, thecoatingis in compressionrelativeto the fuel substrate.This

surfacecondition tendsto closeup any surfacecrackswhich were initially present,aswell as

TABLE 3. TypicalCoefficientof ThermalExpansion(CTE) Valuesof

CandidateNuclearThermalPropulsionFuelMaterials7

MATERIAL APPLICATION* CTE (_tm/m K) /

TEMPERATURE (K)

Flour-Type Graphites F 5.3 - 6.5 / 298 - 2273

Unfueled Graphite F 2 - 4 / 293 - 2273

Extrusions

NbC C 6.6 / .....

ZrC C 7.7 / .....

(U, Zr)C Composite F 6 - 7 / 293 - 2300

Fuel Elements

(U, Zr)C Carbide F - 7.8 / 293 - 2273

Fuel Elements

* C = Coating, F = Fuel Substrate
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Table 4. Possible Coated Fuel Structural Integrity States as it is Thermally Cycled

II, _ SURFACE COATING

FUEL SuB8TRATE

_J]'__OPEN CRACKS

_ r---i (-'--1 r'_l?_

COATING AT DEPOSITION TEMPERATURE - Tf¢
8TRE_ FREE
UNCRACKED

COATING COOLED TO ROOM TEMPERATURE
UNDER TEN810N
MICRO-CRACKED

COATING AT TEMPERATURE8 • T_
IN COMPRESSION
RECYSTALLIZATION RESULT8 IN 8TRAIN
ANNEALING
MANY CRACK8 CLOSE UP

COATING COOLED TO ROOM TEMPERATURE AGAIN
UNDER GREATER TENSION
CRACK8 GROW WIDER

structurally strengthen the coating. The surface coating when operated under such CTE

compliance conditions, tends to be highly effective in minimizing the effect of hydrogen corrosion

on the fuel material.

Experience from the Rover and NERVA programs showed that it was almost impossible to

fabricate fuel elements which were crack free, because of the CTE interface compliance issue. 7

Typically, surface coating micro cracks were present on newly fabricated fuel elements. Only in

rare instances was it possible to produce fuel elements, which had surface coatings that were

essentially crack free. This condition was found to occur only when the fuel substrate's CTE

matched that of it's coating. In general, the coating's CTE was shown to be highly dependant on

it's carbon-to-metal ratio, as well as on its impurity content. 7

Two major fuel element surface coating strategies ':o address the issues of surface coating

cracking and its corresponding influence on corrosion were examined in the Rover and NERVA

programs.4, 7 One approach studied the use of a Mo coating which was applied over ZrC coated

fuel element coolant channels in the forward (low temperature) fuel element region. Overall

surface coating strength was increased in this region of the fuel element, where the surface coating

is under high tension due to a CTE interface mismatch. This coating design approach was tested

in a Rover Phoebes reactor and in NERVA developmertt test reactors. Results from these tests

showed that the Mo outer coatings reduced the presence of surface cracks, increased the structural

integrity of the fuel element and reduce fuel mass loss.4, 7 The Mo-ZrC fuel element coating

11



approachwasbaselinedfor theNERVA flight enginereactordesignwhich usedacarbideparticle

matrixcomposition.4

The othermajor surfacecoatingstrategyinvestigatedfocusedon developinga fuel element

designwhich minimized and/or eliminate any difference in the CTE between the fuel form

substrateandits' surfacecoating.4,7 Near theendof the Roverprogram,fuel elementswhich

exhibitedsuchphysicalcharacteristicswerefabricated,butwerenevertestedin areactordueto the

terminationof theprogram.4,7

Flow instabilities,aswell assubstantiallevelsof non-uniformmechanicalandthermalloading
werealsoobservedto bepresentin this classof fuel form design.4'6 On the positiveside,this

typeof fuel form designexhibitsaratherlow surfacearea-to-volumeratiowhich tendsto reduce

the overall effect of corrosionon the operationof the NTP enginesystem. Much of the fuel

technologyand experiencebasegained from the Rover and NERVA hasapplicability to the

fundamentalunderstandinganddevelopmentof otheremergingNTP reactorconcepts.

Theuseof smallmicrospherefuel particleshasalsobeenconsideredfor a numberof packed
bedNTPreactorconcepts.5' 14 Typically,theseparticles,shownin Table 1,areapproximately500

to 1000lam in diameterand are composedof an inner fuel kernel madeup of UCx/ZrC or
UCx/NbC which are multicoated with high strength,high temperature,hydrogen corrosion

resistantmaterialssuchasporouscarbon,pyrolytic carbon,andZrC.9'13-16 Theseparticlesare

designedto withstand the internal pressurebuildup due to fission gas (mostly Xe and Kr)

production,aswell asthereactorcoreenvironment.Thesesmallparticlespossessahighsurface

area-to-volumeratio, which enabledoperationat high powerdensities,but leadsto morerapid
masslossby hydrogencorrosion.12,15

Anothercarbidefuel form designthat hasbeenexaminedin thepastis thefuel pellet.5' 14,15

Thefuel pellet,seeTable 1,is typically 5 to 10mm in diameter,which is madeupof manyUC-

ZrC or UC-NbC fuel, TRISO-type, microspheres,and has an over coat of ZrC or NbC,
respectively.This fuelparticlesarethenencapsulatedin aZrC matrixwhichis alsocoatedwith an

additionallayerof ZrC toprovideadditionalprotectionagainsthydrogencorrosion.The fuel pellet

design provides a more uniform temperature distribution, avoids high contact point stresses

between microspheres, offers multiple structural barriers to ensure full fission product retention,

and provides high resistance to corrosion by hydrogen. Packed bed reactor concepts that use this

fuel form typically exhibit a medium fuel surface area-to-volume ratio, and produce reactor power

densities (2-4 MW/liter) that are greater than those demonstrated in the Rover and NERVA
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programs.Becauseof thesubstantiallylower surface-to-volumeratioof thesepellets,theywould

exhibitsubstantiallylessfuel masslossbycorrosionthanin aparticlebedreactor.

Thedevelopmenttestreactordesigns,aswell astheNERVA andSmallNuclearSpaceEngine

flight designs,usedfuel elementsthat werebasedon thecoated-particlematrix designapproach,

seeFigure 3. Testsresultsshowedthat fuel masslossandmechanicaldegradationweremajor

developmentissuesandthat the potential of increasingthe reactoroperatingtemperaturewas

marginal.Hence,alternatefuelelementcomposition/designapproacheswerepursued,seeFigure

3,duringthelaterportionof theRoverprogram.Thesefueldesignshavethepotentialto operateat

highertemperatures,aswell asbeingmore resistantto hydrogencorrosionthancoated-particle

designs.Thehightemperaturepotentialof asolid-solutionfuel compositioncanbeunderstoodby
examiningapseudo-binaryphasediagramof sucha carbidematerial,(U0.1, Zr0.9)Cx,which is

displayed in Figure 4.8 With in a small carbonatom ratio range(-0.92 to 0.96), material

temperaturesgreaterthan3I00 K arepossible.Conversely,Figure4 showsthatthemeltingpoint

of (U0.1,Zr0.9)Cxissensitiveto achangein carboncontent,whichcouldvary duringoperationif

hydrogencorrosiontakesplace. By increasinginterspersionof thefuel into thegraphitematrix a

closelypackedwebbedtypestructureisproduced,seeFigure3, thepropagationof crackscanbe

limited. Limited developmenttestingof thesealternativefuel designswere performedin the

NuclearFurnaceresearchreactor. Basedon theselimited resultsfor modestNTP operationlife,
thesealternativefuel compositionscould likely operatea! reactorgastemperatures> 2700 K for

the composite design and > 2900 K for the solid-solution design.7, 8 Operating temperatures for

these advanced fuel designs can be compared to the coated-particle matrix fuel which operate up to

a maximum gas temperature of 2500 K. These temperatures are also a few hundred degrees

higher than that associated with coated fuel microspheres. The increased operating temperature

capability of these advanced fuel designs can translate into increased NTP engine system

performance, design margin (reliability and safety) and/or life.

A comparison of the mass loss rate, as a function of fuel element axial position, for Pewee-1

graphite and NF-1 composite test reactor elements are shown in Figure 5. 8 The Pewee-1 fuel

elements had coolant channel surfaces which were coated with either NbC or ZrC; while the NF-1

test composite fuel was coated with ZrC. The data sho_n in Figure 5 has been adjusted to take

into account the differences in operating temperatures between the 2 reactors. Peak mass loss rates

in the mid-band corrosion region, (at low temperature) for the composite fuel element were 13 to

17 percent lower, depending on the Pewee-I fuel element design considered. The high mass loss

rates observed in the low temperature region has been attributed to the presence of initial surface

coating cracks and the difference in CTE's of the coating,, and the fuel substrate materials which

13
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places the surface in tension relative to the fuel substrate, as previously mentioned.4,7, 8 The

reduction in observed mass loss rate downstream of the peak rate region (at higher fuel

temperature) indicates that the differential in the CTE of the coating and the fuel substrate materials

are such that the surface coating is in compression relative to the fuel substrate. This condition

tends to close surface cracks which are potential corrosion sites.4,7, 8 Likewise, the presents of

corrosion byproducts, such as CH4 and C2H2, in the hydrogen coolant gas stream, the deposite of

these byproducts on the coolant channel surface, as well as the gas/fuel interface composition, can

reduce the chemical driving potential for corrosion to occur.4,7,12,, 22-24

Composite fuel element mass loss rates at the hotter, downstream axial element positions are

also substantially lower than those typical for the Pewee-1 elements, see Figure 5. Mass loss

observed in the high temperature regions axial fuel element positions is typically dominated by the

vaporization of it's elemental material constitutes.4, 7,12,,22-24 Like the mid-band corrosion

region, surface coating integrity, and the chemical composition of the coolant gas and the fuel

surface, are also major factors which influence the corrosion process in this region.

It was fuel mass loss observations like those just discussed, throughout the Rover and

NERVA programs, which indicated to the scientist and engineers at the time that the hydrogen

corrosion process associated with NTP carbide reactor fuels is highly complex and is difficult to

quantify fully from a fundamental viewpoint. In addition to the complex chemical corrosion

processes inherent with a carbide/hot hydrogen gas s3stem, other physical/mechanical design

processes and features such as fuel/material system design and fabrication, nuclear radiation

exposure, and local coolant flow conditions, can greally influence the corrosion process (and

corresponding fuel mass loss). Because of the many highly interrelated, complex physical

processes and mechanical design features which influence the corrosion of NTP carbide systems

accurate, fundamental modeling of the overall process is a major challenge.

The availability of relevant experimental data is extremely important to verify the accuracy of

present and future analytical corrosion model(s). To quantify the carbide material, hydrogen

corrosion process in terms of test data and global observations, a limited number of directly related

data sources are available. These sources of data, plus others which summarize related data, are

provided in Table 5. It should be noted that this data base is based principally on open literature on

the United State's (US) past experience. For completeness, in the future, one should augment this

database with the Russian experience base. The Russians have been very active in addressing

hydrogen corrosion of high temperature carbide material_ from an experimental perspective. 25
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Table5. Sourcesof SupportingDataandLiteratureRelatedto HydrogenCorrosionof Carbides

CATEGORY REFERENCES

Research Reactor/Prototype

Engine Reactor Tests

• Rover and NERVA Programs

Subscale Hydrogen/Carbide

Material Experiments

• Primarily Based on Arcjet and

Heated Tube Experiments (Part of

the Rover Program)

Supporting Physical Fundamental

Properties of Carbide and Related

Materials

• Phase States, Vaporization,

Diffusion, Thermal Conductivity,

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion,

Ductility r and Creep

Effects of Radiation of Carbide

and Related Materials

• Primarily Based on the Radiation

Effects of Graphite Material Property

• Behavior of Fission Products

Included

4,* 6,* 7,* 8,'17.*

7*, 17"41 *, 46*, 47.

8*, 18, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,

33, 34, 35,36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 68.

7,* 8, 42,* 43, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57,

58, 59, 60, 61, 63, 65, 69, 70.

Hydrogen Reaction Kinetics

• Almost All Work Has Focus on the

Hydrogen-Carbon Chemical

Reaction System

*Highly Applicable to Hydrogen Corrosion of Carbides for Nuclear Thermal Propulsion Applications.

44, 45,* 46,* 47,* 48,* 49, 50.

Subscale thermo-chemical, arcjet, and heated tube, single-effects experiments shown in Table

5, provide data on one or more fundamental aspects of the hydrogen corrosion process with

carbide material systems. Many of these experiments were conducted at test (exposure) conditions

less demanding than those typically encountered in an operational NTP reactor. This data is
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valuable, but does not provide insight into someof the fundamental competing processes

associatedwith hydrogencorrosionprocess.Also scalinglaws for applyingthesetestsresultsto

operationalNTP reactorconditions havenot beendeveloped. This would be a difficult task

becauseof the complexity (andcoupling) of the manycorrosionprocessesat work. Thus, the
usefullnessof this datato benchmarkcorrosionmodelsi_highly uncertain,but would likely be

usedasastartingpoint for futuremodelingefforts.

The databaseassociatedwith past researchand enginereactor testscontainsa wealth of
information,but is of a qualitativenature.4,6,7 Manyof thesequalitativeobservationspertaining

to fuel corrosionandintegrity from theprototypeenginereactortestsaresummarizedin Table6.

Becausethese tests were performed with NTP reactors, at true operational conditions,
instrumentationmeasurementsandindependentcontrolof reactorparameterswerelimited. Much

of thisexperimentaldatabaseisof little usefor initial corrosionmodelverification,becausesingle

causeandeffect correspondingto aparticularcorrosionprocessis difficult to deduce. Thedata

associatedwith theNF-1test,whichtestedadvancedfuelelementmaterials,previouslymentioned,

is believed to be the best quantitative data available on hydrogen corrosion and structural
performanceof NTPfuelsattrueoperationalconditions.7,8 Unfortunatelythis databaseis limited

in termsof quantity.

Pastwork which examinedthebehaviorof nuclearreactionfission productsof carbideNTP
fuelsis available.42,43 Reviewof thisworkprovidessomeusefulinsightissuespertainingto fuel

material integrity, solid-solution molecular processesand potential hydrogen corrosion

mechanisms.Fundamentalout-of-pile (nonnuclear)corrosionreactiondatais alsoavailable,see

Table5, on relatedmaterialsystems,suchashothydrogenwith carbonor graphitematerials.40-50

Someof this pastwork wasperformedat thehigh pressuJesandtemperaturesof interestto NTP
reactor systems.45-48 In-depthcharacterizationof chemicalreactionsystemsof this type, is

critical to the fundamentalunderstandingand modeling of the hydrogencorrosion process.

Additionally,generalreactorfuel technologydatain theareasof nuclearradiationeffectsonsimilar

materials,basicfuel form designswhich incorporatemat,:._rialssuchasuraniumcarbide,carbon,
graphite,and high temperaturegas reactorfuel designs_is available.51-70 These sources of

supporting fundamental data provides meaningful insight on many of the competing physical

processes which must be considered in the formulation and validation of future carbide hydrogen

corrosion modeling effort(s).

Another major outstanding technical issue identified in the review addresses the value of non-

nuclear carbide material/hydrogen compatibility testing. This issue could have a major potent-
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Table6. GeneralPastEngineSystemTestingObservationsfrom Post-TestInspections

TYPE

Fuel Mass Loss

Structural/Material Integrity

OBSERVATIONS

• In NERVA Program: 1.0 to 0.2

g/minute per Fuel Element.

Mass loss of 0.2 g/minute per Fuel

Element Achieved at the End of the

NERVA Program.

Fundamental Understanding on the

Impact of Fuel Design on Corrosion

Was Lackin_l.

Substantial Cracking/Desintegration

Coating the Low to Medium

Temperature (Mid-Axial Element

Positions) and Hot End Regions.

Substantial Fuel Element Coolant

Channel Surface Cracking.

Thermal Conductivity Changes

Measured in the High Radiation Flux

(Mid-Axial Element Position) Re,lion.

ial impact on material compatibility testing complexity and cost. It was the consensus of a forum

of international technical specialists in this area that the question of nuclear versus non-nuclear

material compatibility testing is still an important, open ended issue. 25 They also stated that even

if non-nuclear material compatibility tests are considered valid, the method of heating the test

sample, typically induction or ohmic heating, has produced conflicting results in the past.7, 25

Such conflicting results are likely due to the difference in the thermal gradients prduced in a given

material from the induction and ohmic heating methods. It is recommended that a simple, small

scale experiments be performed at conditions close to those associated with NTP reactors to

address this critical research testing issue. These experiments could give valuable insight into

scaling non-nuclear test data to realistic NTP reactor environmental conditions, if it is possible at

all.
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2.2 Corrosion and Interrelated Process(es) Description

Observations of NTP carbide fuel materials exposed to hot hydrogen showed that many

interrelated, competing physical processes which were at work have degraded the structural

integrity and/or produces mass loss of these materials. Review of past Rover and NERVA

program data indicated that hydrogen corrosion in general, depends on the following parameters:

1.) operation time, 2.) duty cycle (on-off cycles), 3.) local material temperature, 4.) local gas flow

conditions, 5.) fuel material location in reactor, 6.) reactor power density, and 7.) fuel

material/coating design compatibility. From first principles, one expects corrosion to be highest at

the maximum surface temperature location of the fuel ma::erial. This expectation was not found to

be the case, as previously discussed and as is shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5, the maximum mass

loss rate typically occurred in the moderate temperature region (<2000 K) of an NTP fuel element.

This observation, plus others from post-test inspections, indicated that numerous competing

processes are at play.

A schematic of hydrogen corrosion phenomena of carbide fuels that displays its many

interrelated, competing physical processes is shown in Figure 6a (also see Figures 2b and 2c).

There are 4 major coupled, reaction and/or healing (_dowing down) processes which drive

corrosion. They are: 1.) exposure to hydrogen gas, 2.) non-uniform loading and/or cycling of the

fuel material, 3.) radiation exposure and 4.) creep of material defects. These processes interact

with each other, depending on the local conditions, and the fuel design. The first physical process

listed is directly associated with the actual transport/ct:,emical corrosion reaction mechanisms

which are responsible for the mass loss of fuel material. The other physical processes, while not

directly related to the corrosion reaction process, greatly influences the fuel material surface area

exposed to the hydrogen gas which intern impacts the m_tgnitude (and rate) of fuel material mass

loss. It is essential that these fundemental physical interelated processes be well understood and be

considered, where appropiate, in future corrosion modelii_g efforts. These processes are discussed

in more detail in the following subsections.

Exposure to Hot Hydrogen Gas. Carbide materials when exposed to hot hydrogen can

experience mass loss by two mechanisms, depending on the local temperature of the material

and/or the chemical composition of the flowing gas stream. These mechanisms are: 1.) diffusion

and chemical reaction of the carbide material constitutes with the hot hydrogen gas stream, and 2.)

vaporization (sublimation) of the material constituents. For temperatures less than 1500 K, little, if

any, chemical reactions between hydrogen and carbide material takes place. However, at

temperatures typically between 1500 and 2900 K, which is well below the vaporization tempera-
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HYDROGEN CORROSION PROCESSES OF
CARBIDE FUEL IN NTP REACTORS

t
EXPOSURE TO NUCLEAR

RADIATION

_r

EXPOSURE TO HOT
HYDROGEN GAS

(See Figure 6b)

(See Figure 6c)

Figure 6a. A Schematic Representation of the Major Interrelated Physical Process Mechanisms

that Influence Hydrogen Corrosion of Carbide Fuel.

ture of candidate NTP carbide fuel materials, the chemical reaction process branch, as shown in

Figure 6a, will predominate. This corrosion process is highly complex and has been studied in the

past in some detail. 23'24
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In this processthe hot hydrogengasinteractswith both the materialsubstrateandwith the

freed surfaceproducts, seeFigure 7. For example,carbon forms hydrocarbongas species
byproducts,suchasCH4 andC2H2, in thehydrogengasfreestream.Thereleasedfreecarbonat

surfacemust first diffuse through the low velocity/stagnethydrogengasboundary layer, for

hydrocarbonspeciesformation to occur. The forma'.:ionof hydrocarbonswill be affected

principally by thelocal temperature,andto a lesserextent thepressureof the hydrogengas,as

shownin Figures6a,6band7.22-24,44-50 Basedon thermodynamicequilibrium considerations

it hasbeenshownin arecentstudy,at low-to-moderatepressureswith temperaturesgreaterthan
1500K, the formation of CH4 becomesincreaselyunstable.71 While at theseconditions the

presentsof C2H2wasfoundto bestable.At higherpressurestheoppositewasfoundto betrue.

Not To Scale
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Figure 7. Hot Hydrogen Interaction Process Along a Zr-U-C Material Duct. 23

The gas flow structure, as well as the replenishment o:[' flesh (clean) hydrogen, can also impact

the corrosion process. Rover and NERVA reactor fuel elements operated at Reynolds Numbers in

the range of 104 , which is in the high mixing, turbulent flow region. Radial flow, packed particle

(or pellet) bed reactors also operate in the turbulent flow region. It should be noted that during

start-up, shut-down and/or throttling, the transient flow structure within the reactor core could be in

the laminar or the transition flow regime, which could also affect the corrosion of the fuel material.

To initiate these fundamental corrosion processes, hol hydrogen gas comes in contact with the

carbide material surface structure. Due to the small size of the hydrogen gas species (molecules),

which is present in significant quantities in both molecular and dissociated forms at the

temperature range of interest, it is possible for them to diffuse into the material. Small cracks

present on the outer surface of the fuel will only enhance these processes by increasing the exposed

surface area, see Figure 8. At the surface, the material composition will change owing to Le
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Chatalier'sprinciple of minimumfree energy.23,24,27,72 Thiscompositionchangeis due,in a

sense,to thedifferencesin theequilibriumpartialpressuresof theconstituentsof thesystem,i.e.,

vaporizationoccursincongruently.Thepartialpressureof predominantchemicalreactionspecies

of sucha system,which includesU(g), Zr(g) andvarioushydrocarbons,aredisplayedin Figure
9.24 Partialpressurerelationshipsof thereactionspeciesof interestarediscussedin moredetailin

References23 and 24. For U-Zr-C carbidematerialsystems,thechangein surfacechemical

compositionreleasesfree carbonfrom the surface. This reactionprocesswas known to be

prevalentduring initial Rover and NERVA program reactor start-up operations and is the

predominatemasslossmechanismfor this corrosionprocessbranch. Thefuel elementsusedin

theseprogramswerehyperstoichimetric("rich") in carbonin orderto enhancetheir productibility
duringfabrication.7

Masslossby corrosionmayalsodegradethe fuel structural(mechanical)surfaceproperties,

andphysically loosenor erodethefuel by removingparticles,suchasgrainsor aggromations
containingZr andU, from thesurface.6'7 Theseparticlesaresweptawayinto thegasfreestream.

Thus,materialmasslossis enhancedevenfurther. Due to theheavymolecularweightassociated

withZr andU, a smallmateriallosspercentagecanrepresentahighpercentageof theoverallmass
loss. Thiswasfoundto indeedbe thetrue in somepastRoverandNERVA tests.6'7

In additionto thereleasedfreecarbon,thesurfacecompositionchangesasshownin Figure6a.
This tendsto enhancethe diffusion of C andU to the surfaceowning to theshift in theU/Zr/C

ratioat thesurface.At high temperature,thediffusionof C andU canbesubstantial,particularly

in thevaporizationcorrosioncontrolledprocess,which is discussedlater. This mechanismdrives

thefreeenergychangeatthesurface,releasingadditionalfreecarboninto thehydrogengasstream.
Conversely,this releaseof carbonleadsto a changein fuel surfacecomposition. This intern

changesthefreeenergyof fuel surface/hydrogengasboundarylayer reactingsystemlocally. As

the free energyof the material changesdue to the rapid releaseof free carbon,in particular,

hydrocarbon gas species are formed, as previously mentioned. The presence of these

hydrocarbonstendto reducethereleaserateof freecarbondownstream,decreasingtherateof fuel
materialmassloss.22-24 It is believedthatthiseffectprovidesapartialexplanationfor the lower

masslossratesobservedat thedownstream,hightemperaturepositionson the fuel element,see

Figure6a,comparedto themasslossatthe lowertemperature,upstreampositions.

While masslossoccurs,to a varying degree,by the vaporizationprocessin the moderateto

high temperaturerange,it is typically the predominatemechanismof massloss for U-Zr-C

carbidematerialat surfacetemperatureswhich aregreaterthan2900K. Hydrogendiffusesinto
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the exposed hot carbide material surface causing its constituents, such as Zr, U and C, to vaporize.

In Figure 9, the recession rates of U, Zr and C are compared to other uranium compounds and

stable refractory carbide materials as a function of tempe] ature. The large recession rates of these

high molecular weight compounds correlate into high mass loss rates. At the high temperatures

associated with this corrosion process, the high diffusion rate of C relative to Zr and U (which are

approximately the same) promotes its movement to the ,;urface.23,24, 37 Additionally, the large
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shifts in surface composition would locally change the carbide material's phase properties, which

can lower or raise their melting points depending on the its starting composition and the shift in the

surface congruent vaporization composition during NTP system operation. Based on past NF-1

composite fuel element data, which is displayed in Figure 10, the mass loss rate in the high

temperature, vaporization region, has been reasonably correlated as a function of temperature at

realistic NTP operating conditions.
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In the vaporization loss region hydrocarbon species would also be present in the bulk gas

stream due to the hydrogen/free carbon reactions that occur upstream, see Figure 7. The presence

of hydrocarbons tends to reduce the vaporization rate of the fuel/carbide surface material.23,24, 27

High mass loss rates were not observed at the high temperature axial positions in the Rover and

NERVA fuel elements, see Figure 5. However, it is highly probable that other competing

corrosion processes helped control material mass loss in this high temperature operating regime.

An example of such a process is reduction (healing) of material defects by creep, which occurs

readily at high temperatures. This competing phenomena can help relieve surface coating/fuel

substrate interface stresses which intern reduces surface coating cracking, and, hence the rate of

mass loss, see Figure 6a. Alternatively, the healing effect of creep can be hindered by the stresses

caused by atom(s) dislocation and defects induced by the exposure to nuclear radiation; particularly
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by theinteractionof fastneutronswith thematerial.56,72

It should be noted that the presenceof material defects can reduce the local thermal

conductivity of thematerial,producinglocally high thermalstressesandcorrespondingsurface

coating/fuel substratestressmismatches.Suchconditionsencouragethe formation of surface

coatingcracksandsequentiallyacceleratesmaterialcorrosion,seeTable 4. Substantialsurface

coatingcrackingwasbelievedto bepresentduringoperationin modesttemperature,highradiation
flux regionsof the RoverandNERVA programreactorfuel elements.6-8'72 Due to thehostile

operationenvironment,which is characteristicof such reactors,no direct measurement(s)of

surfacecoatingcracking during operationin thesetestprograms,werepossible. Typically, a

substantial degree of surface cracking was observed during post test examination of
Rover/NERVAfuelelementsin theirupstream,low-to-moderatetemperatureregion,whichcould

havehappenedin partduringcoolingof thematerialat shutdown.An exampleof this is displayed

in Figure11,wherethenumberof cracksin aZr-C coolantchannelcoatingasafunctionof length
for a NF-1 compositefuel elementis shown.7,8 This data,which hasbeenexaminedin great

detail in thepast,likely is of little useto correlatefuel elementsurfacecoatingcrackingduring

operationbecauseof the high thermal andstructural loadingexperiencedby the fuel elements

duringtestreactorshutdown.
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Figure 11. Number of Cracks in ZrC Coolant Channel Coatings as a Function of Lenght for a

Nuclear Furance-1 Composite !::uel Element. 8

Non-uniform Loading and Cycling. Another major hydrogen corrosion initiator is non-

uniform loading and/or cycling of the fuel material. Nor-uniform loading of the fuel material can

be induced by mechanical and/or thermal loading means. Mechanical loading of this type can be

induced by: 1.) the presence of preload stresses in the fuel material during assembly or application

of a material coating(s), and 2.) the presence of non-uniform and/or unsteady pressure (flow) and

non-uniform axial temperature distribution(s) during operation. Non-uniform, varying pressure(s)
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are always presentduring NTP enginesystemtransientoperation conditions. Non-uniform

thermal loading conditions are typically present,due to non-uniform axial and radial fission

profiles in thereactorcore,whennon-uniform/unsteadyflow is present,aswell aswhenlocalcore

coolantflow andreactorpowergenerationprofile(s)aremismatched.Cycling of the fuel material

can also introduce residual stresses. For example, heating the material to high temperature during

operation could cause it to undergo some degree of creep. When this material cools down,

depending on the fuel design configuration, it may experience high compression and large tensile

stresses. These conditions can produce high internal material thermal and/or mechanical stresses,

which can amplify a mismatch in stresses (generate induced stress), between in the surface coating

and fuel substrate. As previously mentioned, such a condition typically favors cracking of the

surface coating. This increase in surface area from cracking, enhances corrosion and accelerate the

mass loss rate. It has also been shown in the Rover program that non-uniform loading and steady-

state thermal expansion of the material can help reduce corrosion locally. 7 This process tends to

close up surface coating cracks, hence retarding corrosion from occurring.

Significant non-uniform and cyclic loading effects were present in the Rover and NERVA

program reactors and have contributed both in a positive and a negative sense to fuel corrosion. 6'7

Due to the axial flow fuel element design associated with these reactors, substantial mechanical

preloading of the elements was required to hold them in place within a tie-tube assembly. This

assembly was supported from a plate located at the forward end of the reactor, see Figure 12. 4

Unsteady, channel flows and high thermal gradients were observed in the reactor core because of

the non-uniform axial and radial fission power profiles. 4'6 Non-uniform loading and material

expansion effects are also considered major contributors in reducing the fuel mass loss rate at the

fuel element axial position just downstream of the peak rate, see Figure 5. This is attributed to the

closing a large number of coolant channel surface coating cracks.

Radiation Exposure. The exposure of carbide fuel materials to nuclear radiation, expressed

in terms of fluence (fluance = ¢ x t; where ¢ is the neutron flux and t is the exposure time) and

neutron energy spectrum can be major corrosion drivers. If radiation exposure is great enough,

material point defects can be produced locally, reducing the thermal conductivity and ductility of

the material. The lower thermal conductivity and ductility can produce high thermal gradients and

cause cracking of fuel coatings and/or the fuel, if uncoated, at the surface. This cracking can

increase local corrosion, as previously discussed. This hydrogen corrosion enhancement process

is likely to occur in high neutron flux regions of the NTP reactor. At high local core temperatures,

it may be possible to heal many of the radiation induced defects by creep and, hence reduce local

corrosion in these high flux regions.
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Fuel Element Support Hardware Core Inlet Region Design

Figure 12. Typical Axial Reactor Core Fuel Tie-Tube Assembly (Small Space Engine Example). 4

Initially, during the Rover program it was felt that radiation effects on carbide fuels, which are

high in carbon content, would be minimal, because of the high resistance of carbon to radiation and

the short total operation time of an NTP engine system. 8 This was found not to be the case

because of the high power densities in these reactors. Post-test inspection of Rover and NERVA

reactor fuel elements, has shown that material defects caused by radiation exposure, reduces local

thermal conductivity and material ductility, and were considered likely mechanism to promote

cracking. 6-8 The resulted cracking could be correlated to radiation flux profile in the reactor as

shown in Figure 13, but as previously discussed, one must consider the fuel shutdown and fuel

operation duty cycle effects in interpreting this data and :form a conclusion. Interpretation of these

observations back then, indicated that the radiation-indu:'ed property changes where likely caused

by the interaction of fission fragments with the fuel element's graphite lattice. 8 A recent evaluation

of the NF- 1 test data indicates that radiation embrittlemeat (a reduction in material ductility) likely
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Figure 13. Fuel Element Environment versus Length: Temperature, Fission, and Fast Neutron

Fluence (>0.18 MeV), as well as the Change in Room Temperature Electrical

Resistivity Ratio for a Nuclear Furnace-1 Test Composite

Fuel Element from Pre- and Post-Test Observations. 8

occurred. 73 It was concluded from this assessment that radiation embrittlement was likely one of

many mechanisms, which also contributed to surface coating cracking.

Creep of Material Defects. In reactor regions where high material temperatures are

present, healing of material defects is likely due to creep. This competing corrosion process

shown in Figure 6a, can close surface cracks, as well as reduce material defects internal to the fuel

substrate. Stress relieve and physical transport material properties associated with this competing

mechanism, can help reduce and/or close, or inhibit the growth of preexisting or newly formed

surface cracks. 71 Likewise, this phenomena tends to reduce interface stress mismatches between

the surface coating and the fuel substrate and internal fuel substrate stress gradients which are

caused by radiation exposure and/or non-uniform external mechanical and thermal loading. These

process features tend to reduce the effective surface area exposed to the hot hydrogen, which intern

inhibits (slowdown) corrosion. Recent analysis of NF-1 test data indicates that the influence of

creep can be less than expected when one considers thermal cycling affects. 73

Other Considerations. Many of the physical mechanisms which affect hydrogen

corrosion are difficult to characterize due to their inherent complex nature. In addition to the

difficulty of understanding these mechanisms at traditional benign conditions, such as those typical

of terrestrial power reactor systems, they are magnified at conditions which are characteristic of
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NTP reactors. Many of these processes, such as material creep and carbon/hydrogen chemical

kinetics for example, can be influenced by the high radiation fluxes encountered in NTP

reactors.56, 72 These effects should also be considered in future corrosion modeling efforts.

As shown in Figure 6a, the hydrogen corrosion reaction process branch is the only process

path where carbide material mass loss occurs. The mas:_ loss from this process path will likely

weaken the materials lattice structure, and hence, will further contribute to enhancing to the fuel

material mass loss rate by erosion. This fuel mass loss process path is not shown in Figure 6a,

because it was not considered as a fundamental process mechanism that directly influences the

corrosion process. It should be noted that it may be possil_le for fuel erosion to indirectly influence

corrosion by affecting the surface area exposed to hydrogen.

Creep of high carbide content materials at high temperatures is believed to be a major

contributing factor on why fuel mass loss observations were typically lower than that expected at

the downstream, high temperature loaction of Rover/NERVA fuel elements, as shown in the

Figure 5 example.4, 6-8 Other corrosion inhibiting processes, which support the mass loss

observations in the development reactor tests, are the presence of hydrocarbon species in the

hydrogen coolant gas in the downstream fuel element legion, as previously discussed. These

hydrocarbons are produced in the low-to-moderate tempe rature, radiation exposure region and are

carried away by the upstream flow and deposited on the surface of the fuel material in the

downstream fuel element region. Because of the cosine axial fission power generation profile

typical of these reactors, the fuel temperature peaks slightly above the core mid-plane, see Figure

13. Therefore, it is expected that the corrosion rate will be the highest in the lower half of the

reactor core. These results suggest that flatening the fi:_sion power profiles in the reactor core

could help reduce the material mass loss.

By understanding the many competing physical processes associated with hydrogen corrosion

of the carbide materials, one may be able to interpret the fuel mass loss profiles and corresponding

observations at conditions typical of past Rover and NFiRVA reactor tests, see Figure 5. Such

understanding will also provide qualitative engineering insight into the potential of corrosion

occurring and its impact on future NTP carbide fuel reactor designs. Dominate hydrogen

corrosion processes typical of carbide fuel solid-core reac:ors employing either axial or radial flow

designs are shown in Figure 14. Due to their dissimilar flow paths and corresponding temperature

profiles, the dominate hydrogen corrosion mechanisms in these solid-core concepts could be quite

different.
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Figure 14. Dominate Corrosion Process Mechanisms Associated with Various Regions

of Axial and Radial Flow Reactor Cores.

One must also consider the numerous interrelated corrosion mechanisms on a smaller scale.

The orderly (predictable) channel flow characteristics and past experience base of axial flow

geometries establishes a basis to begin corrosion prediction modeling of more complex radial flow

packed particle bed reactor configurations. The complexity and the highly turbulent nature of the

flow field in packed particle bed reactors, and the higher surface area-to-volume ratio of the fuel

core design (microspheres or pellets) can greatly affect its corrosion characteristics and rate.
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3.0 CORROSION MODELING AND FUTURE REQUIREMENTS

Previous discussion, see Section 2.0, has shown that hydrogen corrosion of carbide fuel

materials is complex and can be influenced by numerous fuel design and reactor operation

parameters. Past modeling efforts have focused on the thermo-chemical aspects of this

process.23,24, 37 No modeling effort to date has been accomplished which integrates the other

interrelated physical processes discussed earlier. Development of such an inclusive corrosion

model presents many challenges both interms of accurately quantifying the various complex

processes, coupling them appropriately, and to also benchmark the model predictions. Such fuel

mechanical integrity response models have been successfully accomplished for terrestrial reactor

applications. 74 The following discussion in this section addresses corrosion modeling issues and

considerations which were identified during this review, and the impact of developing such a

robust, accurate model based on fundamental physical principles to support the development of

future NTP engine systems.

In order to model the vaporization behavior of refractory carbide fuels, it is necessary to know

the equilibrium partial pressures of important vapor species. When, for example, a UxZrl_xCy

fuel is undergoing hydrogen corrosion, the most important vapor products are U, Zr, and

hydrocarbons. Initially these gaseous products leave the fuel surface at different rates. Because

this solid solution exhibits a wide range of stoichiometry, the fuel composition can change

significantly during vaporization or corrosion. Of course, any change in composition will affect

the equilibrium vapor pressures. Figures 15 and 16 show the binary phase diagrams for the U-C

and Zr-C systems, respectively; while Figure 17 displays an isothermal ternary phase diagram for

the U-Zr-C system at 2473 K. For all the carbide material systems shown, the physical phase

states are highly dependent on their chemical composition and stoichiometry.

To be able to model the vaporization or corrosion of a gas/solid reaction a priori, it is necessary

to know specifically the rate controlling mechanism or mechanisms. Mass loss may be transport

controlled, reaction rate controlled, or may be caused by a combination or two or more

mechanisms. Table 7 lists many of the possible reaction mechanisms one must consider in

developing a corrosion model.

Two models were developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) that describe the

corrosion kinetics of a solid-solution UxZrl_xCy nuclear fuel materials in hydrogen gas at 1 atm,

in the range of 2500 to 3000 K. 23'24 Both models suggest that the corrosion is controlled by

vapor transport. In the later model, it was found that the corrosion of UxZr l_xCy is rate limited
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by the gaseous transport of Zr(g) away from the solid surface through a gaseous boundary layer

where the partial pressure of Zr(g) at the surface is determined by the congruently vaporizing

surface composition. 24 More recent modeling work at LANL also addresses the effectiveness of

carbide coating on graphite to impede hydrogen corrosion. 37

Based on the extensive review of available literature performed over the past year in the areas

of corrosion of NTP reactor carbide materials, modeling, supporting experimental databases and

related reactor design practices and technologies, a number of major outstanding technical issues

have been identified, as outlined in Table 8. These issues must be addressed to support initial

development of an accurate corrosion model. To address these issues, a modest, sustained

research investment will be required to develop fundamental understanding and a suppoting

experimental database. The following discussion provides the rational in the selection of these

outstanding issues.
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Table7. PossibleCorrosionModelR_actionMechanisms

Transport Controlled Surface Reaction Rate Controlled

Diffusion of reactant gas species from

the gas stream to the solid surface

through a solid, liquid, or gaseous

boundary layer.

Diffusion of product gas species from

the solid surface to the gas stream

through a solid, liquid, or gaseous

boundary layer.

• Adsorption of the reactant gas species

on the solid surface.

Desorption of the product gas species

from the solid surface to the gas

stream or boundary layer.

Surface diffusion of adsorbed gas

species on the solid surface to achieve

sites for reaction or to sites where

other adsorbed species are present,

the combination of which can induce a

reaction (e.g., a localized catalysis

event).

• Cracking or dissociation of gas

species to more reactive forms.

Table 8. Major Outstanding Technical Issues Identified Which Need to be Addressed

to Support Future Corrosion Model Development(s)

Lack of qualitative (integrated) understanding cf radiation, preloads/non-uniform

loading, creep, and flow structure effects on the overall corrosion processes.

Lack of single effects data for the various comp_ting corrosion processes at

realistic NTP engine system operating conditions.

The validity and/or scaling of nonnuclear testing for material compatibility testing.
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Current carbide corrosion models lack an integrated approach to quantify the effects of the

different corrosion mechanisms such as exposure to nuclear radiation, preload/non-uniform

loading, annealing and flow structure effects. Instead, modeling of hydrogen corrosion has

focused on thermo-chemical corrosion mechanisms, as previosly mentioned. Although thermo-

chemical processes are important, other competing corrosion mechanisms, previously discussed,

are also major contributors to hydrogen corrosion and mass loss of reactor materials of this type.

This fact was confirmed by detailed post-test examination of Rover and NERVA reactor fuel

elements. 4'6"8 The importance of all the competing corrosion processes were recognized by the

reactor scientific team that supported the fuel and reactor design developments. Even with this

knowledge, no multi-process modeling of the hydrogen corrosion phenomena has been attempted

to date. It is only speculation at this time by the authors, but we feel that such modeling was likely

not previously attempted due to constraints on funding support and/or on the limited computational

capabilities available at that time. Hence, the current corrosion modeling capabilities need to be

revised to include many of the physical processes identified, ideally to at least a first-principle level

basis. Sensitivity studies should then be performed to provide the necessary insight into the

coupling of the various, competing corrosion mechanisms. Results from such studies will also be

useful in identifing the critical tests required to supply the benchmark data necessary to properly

verify the modeling approach and assumptions.

Another key issue is the lack of fundamental single effects data associated with the various

corrosion mechanisms expected at typical NTP operation conditions. Such data is required to

support both modeling development and verification activities. As previously mentioned, the

availability of such data is limited and is at best marginal, due to the disparity between the test

conditions and those typical of NTP reactors. It can not be emphasized more the importance of

having this fundamental data. By defining the model verification data requirements in conjunction

with initial first-principle model sensitivity studies, investment requirements to support the

proposed data collection effort can be kept to a minimum. If fundamental experimental studies are

to be conducted at the demanding operational conditions typical of NTP reactors, an assessment of

instrumentation requirements and experimental techniques is recommended.

The third and last major outstanding technical issue identified addresses the value of non-

nuclear carbide material/hydrogen compatibility testing. This issue could have a major potential

impact on material compatibility testing complexity and cost. A review of past Rover and

NERVA data indicated that radiation damage does affect hydrogen corrosion, as previously

mentioned. 4'6-8 Additionally, it was the consensus of a forum of international technical

specialists in this area that the question of nuclear versus non-nuclear material compatibility testing
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is still an important, openendedissue.25 They also statedthat even if non-nuclearmaterial

compatibilitytestsareconsideredvalid, themethodof heatingthetestsample,typically induction
or ohmic heating,hasproducedconflicting resultsin thepast. It is recommendedthata simple,

smallscaleexperimentsbeconsidered,at conditionsclose,to thoseassociatedwith NTP reactors,
to addressthis critical issue. Theseexperimentscould give valuableinsight into scalingnon-
nucleartestdatato realisticNTPreactorenvironmentalconditions,if it is possibleatall.

The overall goal of future NTP reactorfuels corrosionmodeling effort(s) is to developa

phenomenologicalmodel, basedon fundamentalphysical processes. Such a model should

accuratelycharacterizethecorrosionrateof candidatecarbide-basedfuelswith hydrogenat typical

NTP reactortemperature,gaspressureandlocal velocity conditions. To verify the systemof

equationsandboundaryconditionsusedin themodel,benchmarkverificationwith previousand

hopefullynewtestdatawill berequired.

Oncesucha model is developed,it can thenbe usedto assessthe impact of corrosionon
candidateNTP enginesystems.5'15 An additionalgoal is to integratethis model into anNTP

enginesystemdesignprocess.A computerprogramwould bedevelopedandusedto optimize
NTP systemsin terms of hydrogencorrosion to meet demandingperformanceand lifetime

requirementsin the preliminaryphaseof designdevelopment.Corrosionmodelingof the NTP

reactor,of thetypesdiscussedherein,canalsobehighly usefulin supportingthedevelopmentof

manyground testfacilities of sucha system. Accurate characterization of the reactor materials

released (due to corrosion and other means) from the NTP engine system can greatly help in the

design of the complex and costly effluent treatment/cont linment system(s) required. Hence, it is

of great interest to be able to characterize and optimize (minimize) corrosion in the initial design

phase of an NTP reactor design. Based on past experience, such a design capability could

significantly reduce NTP engine system development cost.

Figure 18 shows such a design process. The NTP reactor design goals and approach are

defined to initialize the corrosion optimization model. Table 9 lists the NTP reactor design

parameters required to initiate the design process for minimizing hydrogen corrosion. The

proposed design model uses a robust, accurate corrosion :model to optimize the surface area of the

reactor core fuel form and operation conditions to mee engine system lifetime and duty cycle

requirements. E. Storms of LANL has discussed the ideal of such a design optimization model in

the past. 12,25 To make such a design capability a reality, fundamental understanding and accurate

analytical modeling of the complex corrosion process is required. The evolutionary development

of such a corrosion modeling capability is displayed in Fi:.,,ure 19.
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Figure 18. The Future Goal of Corrosion Modeling is to be an Integral Part of the Design Process

Associated with Future Nuclear Thermal Propulsion Design/Development Efforts.

Table 9. Nuclear Thermal Propulsion Reactor Design Factors Which Influence

the Hydrogen Corrosion Process

• Fuel Matrix Composition

Fuel Form Design
- Amount of Surface Area

Exposed to Hydrogen
Mechanical Stresses
-- Preloaded
-- Induced

- Thermal Stresses
-- Induced

• Propellant Temperature

• Fuel Material Position in the
Reactor

- Location in the Propellant
Coolant Path

- Location in the Reactor's
Nuclear Radiation Field

• Propellant Pressure

• Propellant Mass Flow

• Nuclear Radiation Exposure
- Flux Energy Distribution
- Flux Field Strength

• Operation Time

• Duty Cycle
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PHASEI: FUNDAMENTALCORROSIONMODEL
l• Highly,AccurateHydrogen/ Carbide System

Model Based on Fundamental Physical
Principles
- Thermochemical Process

Flow Transport Processes
- Material Integration Processes

-- Mechanical
-- Thermal
-- Radiation

• Validation with Single Effect Experiments

PHASE I1: CORROSION OPTIMIZATION
DESIGN MODEL

• Optimizes Fuel Form Design (Surface Area) and
Reactor Operating Temperature (and to a Lesser
Extent Pressure and Mass Flow) to Meet a Given
Operational Life and/or Duty Cycle

• Varify with Past Prototype Engine Test Data
(if possible)

I

--t
--t
--1

ROVER PROGRAM EXPERIMENTS

* Arcjet Tests
• Heated Tube Tests
• Nuclear Furnace - 1 Test

PAST SUBSCALE THERMOCHEMICAL
EXPERIMENTS

• Carbide Material / Hydrogen Test at 1 atm
• Carbide Material Thermodynamics
• irradiation Testing of Carbide, etc.

PROPOSED (NEW) SUBSCALE, SINGLE
EFFECTS EXPERIENCE

• At Realistic Pressures, Temperatures and
Flow Rates

PAST RESEARCH / PROTOTYPE
ENGINE TESTS

• ROVER Program

• NERVA Program

Figure 19. Hydrogen/Carbide Corrosion Model Evolutionary Development Process

and Supporting Requirements.

Due to the hostile environment associated with NTP reactor operation, little fundamental single

effects data are available at realistic conditions to support model validation. Past subscale thermo-

chemistry and Rover program experiments have providecl an existing data base which is marginal

for model validation. It is recommended that a new subscale, single effect(s) experimental

program be considered at conditions which are more r,epresentative of NTP reactor operation

conditions, than in the past. The initial investment in supporting this experimental research will

pay for itself many times in terms of savings during the costly NTP engine system development

program.

It is envisioned that once the fundamental process-based corrosion model is established, it will

be integrated with a design optimization model during the second phase of model development, as

shown in Figure 19 and discussed earlier. In support of this effort, it may be possible to validate

this model with data from past research and prototype engine tests associated with the Rover and
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NERVA programs. Acquiring sucha designcapability would increaseNTP engine system

operationalsafetyandreliability andwould likely producea substantialdevelopmentcostsaving
overcurrentdesignapproaches.
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4.0. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Hydrogen corrosion of carbide fuel materials in NTP systems greatly impacts the engine

performance, thrust-to-weight, and operation life, and is considered by many to be a critical

development issue. Experience from the Rover and NERVA programs has shown the effects of

corrosion to be substantial and highly complex. Hydrogen corrosion phenomena are driven by

many highly coupled and interrelated physical processes. These processes include: 1.) exposure

to hot hydrogen gas which produces thermo-chemical reactions of various types; 2.) preload and

non-uniform heating and mechanical loading; 3.) exposure to nuclear radiation; and 4.) high

temperature creep. Coatings have been used in the past to combat corrosion, but only moderate

success has been achieved. This level of success can be attributed to the complex nature and the

degree of (or lack of) understanding of the many interrelated fuel design and operation factors and

their influence on corrosion.

Because of the complexity of the hydrogen corrosion phenomena, detailed modeling has not

been accomplished. Past modeling efforts have focused on the important thermo-chemical

reactions with some success, but they lack inclusion of many of the other interrelated physical

processes contributing to hydrogen corrosion in NTP reactors. Benchmark verification of past

models have been hampered by the lack of applicable, single effect(s) data on the physical

corrosion processes of interest.

Based on the initial findings of this review, it is recommended that future corrosion modeling

and supporting characterization efforts focus on:

1.) developing a corrosion model that couples all major interrelated physical process

mechanisms, even if they are only included on a first-principle level basis,

2.) acquiring fundamental single effect(s) data at realistic NTP reactor operational conditions,

and

3.) determining the validity of non-nuclear experimental results to the characterization of

carbide material compatibility with hydrogen in NTP reactors.

The first recommendation would provide guidance and direction to the proposed fundamental

data gathering experimental program in item 2. This insight could likely minimize the investment

required to support such a test program. The proposed experimental program, in addition to
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providingdatato checkcorrosionmodelaccuracy,will contributegreatlyto theunderstandingof

thecomplexhydrogencorrosionphenomena.Thenon-nl_cleartestingissuehasbeenidentifiedas

aseparate,near-termitem,becauseof its potentialimpacton testingcomplexityandcost.

Oncean accuratecorrosionmodel is developedandverified, it could be integratedinto the

initial NTP enginesystemdesignprocess.Theinvestmentrequiredto producea robust,accurate
corrosionmodelandcorrespondingoptimatizationdesigncapabilitywill likely payfor itself many

timesover,in termsof NTP enginesystemsafety,reliability, anddevelopmentcost.

It is recommendedthat future corrosionmodelingefforts initially addresstwo of thethree

technicalissueareaspreviouslymentioned.An initial near-termeffort shouldfocusondeveloping

a first-principle corrosionmodel,which includesall major corrosionprocessesidentified in this

study. Onepossibleapproachto this effort couldfocusonupgradingtheLANL thermo-chemical

corrosionmodel, previously discussedin Section3.0, to include the otherphysical corrosion

processes.Basedon thisreviewastartingpointfor anynewmodelingeffort shouldincludeinitial

corrosionprocessscopinganalysisthat addressescritical issuesin parametricfashion. Possible
issuesto beaddressedincludeareassuchastherateof corrosionandsurfacecracking,(including

surfacecoatingcrackdevelopmentandpropagationif coatedfueldesignsareconsidered).Initial

modeling efforts should also focus on solid-solution U-Zr-C fuel .designsbecauseof their

simplicity comparedto coatedfuel designs As future modelingefforts evolvemorecompeting

interrelatedphysicalprocessmechanismsandcapabilitiesto analyzecomplexfueldesignscouldbe

incorporatedinto the model. Oncecompleted,sensitivity studiesshouldbe initiated to provide

guidancefor further modeldevelopmentandexperimentalverification efforts. Theseanalytical
analysiseffort(s) shouldbe followed by small, simple, singleeffect(s)experimentsto address

particularcorrosionissues,whichareidentifiedfrom thesensitivitystudies

In addition to theseefforts, UNM-ISNPSalsoreco_nmendsthata futurededicatedeffort be

undertakento capturethevastexperienceof theRussiai_s(formerSovietUnion) in thisarea,and

integrateit with the United Statesknowledgebase. Only thencan a true assessmentof this

complextechnicalareabeassured.
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